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Abstract—In a WSN, sink-node gathers data from surrounding
nodes and sends it to outside world via a gateway. Therefore, its
location information is important to both attacker and network
operator. The former can launch attacks on a sink-node to
steal information or damage it, while the latter must hide
its location to ensure data’s safety, and physical protection.
Providing sink-node location information anonymity in WSN
against a local and global adversary with minimal energy
penalties, we propose a novel technique Location Privacy via
Software Defined Networking (LPSDN), inspired by the concept
of Software Defined Networking. LPSDN uses three kinds of
nodes: a centralized controller, a special buffering and forwarding
node, and a slave node. These nodes work together to hide sink-
node location information against traffic analysis attack. LPSDN
conserves more energy, because it does not generate fake packets
to hide sink-node location information. A GUI/command-line can
be used to monitor (energy status, traffic density) and control
the whole network. Comparing with traditional WSNs, LPSDN
efficiently reduces processing burden on slave nodes, increases
overall network life, and creates on-demand traffic density zones
to deceive an adversary. It also provides better maintainability,
manageability, and control over all nodes and their behavior.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Network, Location Privacy,
Software Defined Networking, Energy, Latency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of a large num-
ber of unattended, low-cost, small memories, less processing
capable, and distributed embedded tiny sensor nodes [1], [2].
These interconnected nodes communicate with each other
through wireless media to process and report data to a sink-
node for further actions. WSNs are used in every field of life:
field monitoring, industrial applications, military applications,
wild-life, animal rearing, health-care systems, traffic moni-
toring, and environmental monitoring. The extensive use of
WSNs in these applications generates an enormous amount of
data. This traffic volume can have hidden value—the traffic
volume itself without knowing its contents. In a mission-
critical system such as military, frequent communication, time-
specific communication, and lack of communication can lead
to a certain pattern, which an adversary can exploit to know
about the military secrets: planning, short-range communi-
cation, and command change. Whitfield Diffie and Susan
Landu said that “the heart of a communications intelligence
organization, however, is not cryptanalysis but traffic analysis”
[3]. Thus, to ensure location information privacy, a proper
mechanism is needed to guard against traffic analysis attack.

Traffic analysis is the process of deducing information
from the monitored traffic volume—the communication pat-
terns—without being aware of the contents of data [3]. In
most cases, traffic analysis attack is launched on a sink-node
to exploit its location privacy. An attacker can use expensive
radio transceivers to detect message flow [4]; whenever he
sees a huge amount of traffic density, he deduces the dense
communication area as a sink-node location. Thus, traffic
analysis attack can exploit sink-node location information.

In WSNs, sink-node gathers data from surrounding nodes
and reports to outside world via a gateway. As a result, traffic
volume surrounding sink-node becomes dense compared to
normal sensor nodes. Sink-node has important data about
network topology and sensor nodes; it also has mission-critical
and sensitive information [5]. Sink-node location information
must be protected; location privacy needs more than confiden-
tiality [2]. Confidentiality helps to encrypt a message; if an
adversary captures a message, he will not be able to read it.
However, confidentiality alone cannot help to guard against
traffic analysis attack [6], [7]. In a battle field, an adversary
even can destroy a sink-node remotely with traffic analysis
attack. Research community [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], and
[13] have proposed some solutions for guarding against traffic
analysis attack and provided sink-node information location
privacy via fake packets generation, fake hot spot generation,
and randomness in the traffic density. These approaches are
costly, because of substantial communication overhead, packet
collision, battery power drain, and extra processing. The
traditional approaches of protecting sink-node location are
lacking a centralized mechanism and, thus, lack in control and
manageability. WSNs are rigid to policy changes and hard to
manage [14].

In WSN, the tightly coupled hardware-software standalone
sensor node raises the problem of scalability, manageabil-
ity, and troubleshooting. For example, a large number of
distributed standalone sensor nodes need installation, up-
gradation, and fault-removal individually. Furthermore, open
wireless media can be eavesdropped easily [7] and, thus, needs
a mechanism to overcome this inherited problem. Furthermore,
small communication range leads to deploy more nodes for
proper communication, which finally incurs a high capital cost.
Tackling these issues, future research directions are looking for
a novel platform; the novel platform should address the in-
herited WSN resource constraint nature (processing, memory,
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open media, communication range, and energy). In addition,
the novel platform should be easy to install, configure, manage,
maintain, scale, and administer. Thus, we propose, a very first
technique to provide sink-node location information privacy
in WSNs against a local and global adversary with minimum
energy penalties via Software Defined Networking (SDN)
approach. The technique is called Location Privacy via SDN
(LPSDN).

Local traffic analysis refers to the traffic analysis of only one
portion of the total deployed area, and the related adversary
is called local adversary; global traffic analysis refers to the
traffic analysis of the entire deployed area, and the related
adversary is called global adversary [15]. Global adversary
has the global view of the entire network; he can monitor any
place at any time. LPSDN delivers packets with minimum
delay, conserves more energy, shifts traffic volume from Base
Station (BS) to other nodes, increases overall network life,
creates on-demand traffic density zones in certain locations
to deceive an adversary (adversary will believe multiple sink-
nodes), and hides sink-node location information against traffic
analysis attack without using fake packets.

SDN is a new paradigm where data planes and control
planes are decoupled [16]. Data plane forwards packets, while
the intelligent piece—SDN controller—manages and controls
the overall routing decisions. The separation of control plane
from forwarding/data plane reduces network complexity [17],
and enhances monitoring, manageability and maintainability
[18]. This new approach has given birth to innovations in
the networking industry. From carrier grade network to data
centers, from cloud computing to enterprise networks, and
from storage industries to power grids, SDN is reshaping
traditional networking architecture. The same way, LPSDN
is an inspiration of the SDN architecture. A comprehensive
general study about SDN can be found at [19], [18] while a
particular study about SDN and WSN can be found at [20].

Until now, to the best of our knowledge, there is no such
SDN inspired method to hide sink-node location information
from a local and global adversary. Our main contributions
are advantages provided by SDN approach, key challenges
while implementing SDN approach to hide sink-node location,
centralized control logic to control the whole network be-
havior, and on-demand traffic reshaping with minimal energy
penalties to deceive an adversary about sink-node location. In
LPSDN, Software Defined Base Station (SDBS), sink-node,
BS, and controller are used interchangeably. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
related work, key challenges, and requirements; Section III
discusses LPSDN architecture and model, Section IV presents
the simulation and experimental results, while Section V
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A. BS Location Privacy in Traditional WSNs

In Base station Location Anonymity and Security Technique
BLAST [9], authors introduced BLAST nodes and common
nodes to hide BS location information from an adversary. Main

disadvantages of this scheme are: maximum traffic overhead
due to excessive dummy packets generation, shortest path
usage in delivering a packet to BS inside BLAST ring, and
the placement of BS node inside BLAST ring. In Location
Privacy Routing (LPR) scheme [21], authors used real and fake
packets to minimize the traffic direction from eavesdropping.
Traditional single path routing is extremely vulnerable to
attack; it provides merely one path for packet movement.
LPR introduced path diversity by combining real and fake
packets. In LPR, every incoming and outgoing packet traffic
are equally distributed in all directions, which incurs huge
packet overhead and collision. Furthermore, LPR packets are
not always directed towards a receiver; this leads to packet
loss and extra delay. Another very important technique called
Differential Enforced Fractal Propagation (DEFP) [22], used
multi-path routes and fake packets to create multiple arbitrary
high communication areas to deceive an adversary. Adversary
believes the created random communication areas as true
sink-nodes. In DEFP, multiple random high communication
areas introduce packet overhead, quick battery drain, packet
collision, and considerable packet loss.

In [11], authors introduced Random Routing Scheme (RRS),
Dummy Packet Injection (DPI), and Anonymous Communica-
tion Scheme (ACS) to deceive an adversary via random packet
movement and a lot of fake packets generation. Because of
excessive randomness and fake packets, this scheme suffered
from communication overhead, packet collision, and extra
energy consumption. In [12], authors proposed a protocol
for sink location privacy via topology discovery protocol and
data transmission techniques. Concealing of the Sink Location
(CSL) [13] technique is used to hide BS location via injecting
fake packets to deceive an adversary. Another similar approach
to hide BS is proposed by [8]; they have used the concept of
deceptive packets to increase the anonymity of BS—it aims
to prevent the disclosure of participants (sender, receiver) in
communication [5]. In all these techniques [11], [12], [13],
[8] excessive packets overhead leads to shorten sensor power
capacity, increase packet collision and drop rate, and finally,
introduce dead nodes; these nodes sacrifice availability—an
important pillar of the cryptography triangle which consists of
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA).

B. BS Location Privacy in SDN Based WSNs

Authors in [14] have provided the very first model (they
claimed) for SDN based WSN. Their proposed model com-
prises of three layers: sensor layer, control layer, and ap-
plication layer. Another attempt is made by [23]; they have
highlighted some key requirements, protocol architecture, and
packet format for software defined WSNs.

In traditional WSNs, because of the limited power capacity,
wireless sensor node run-out of battery power quickly. Work
done by [24] is an attempt to reduce the energy consumption
in SDN enabled WSN environment. Further step is forwarded
by [25]; in their scheme, they have shown multiple controllers
to manage the SDN based WSN. Some advantages, for exam-
ple, versatility, manageability, intelligence and speed, multi-



tenancy, and flexibility are already discussed by [14], [18],
but these advantages are not only limited to, as mentioned.
Authors in [26] have analyzed security for SDN applications in
general. Their one aspect is to secure the main controller from
DDoS attack. Further study has conducted by [17]; they have
provided LineSwitch solution to tackle DoS attack effectively
over an SDN control plane.

C. SDN Advantages & Challenges

Using SDN paradigm in a WSN BS location privacy, we
can efficiently scale the deployed network. New nodes can be
added, and faulty ones can be removed. With SDN, new policy
can be implemented and new applications can be built with
reprogramming [27] the desired node.

The advantages and opportunities of reprogramming, on-
demand traffic reshaping, and scaling incur cost and demand
better IT skills. In traditional sensor nodes, the intelligent
behavior and the forwarding behavior are embedded in a
single device. The key design challenge for sensor node is, to
behave only like forwarding device; it should not have routing-
intelligence. Consequently, this will create pressure on already
built hundreds of thousands of sensor nodes to be redesigned
from scratch. Either industry must provide newly built sensor
nodes with sensor OpenFlow protocol [14], or they must up-
grade the already built nodes to support new protocol stack.

Another key challenge is the BS design itself. Is it good to
provide control plane logic in a sink-node, or to embed control
functionality outside BS, for example, in a PC? Another
important challenge is the wireless media communication
range. Either industry should go for high communication
range, or it should keep to the IEEE 802.15.4 practiced
standard. In addition, all sensor nodes exchange packets with
BS; ultimately, BS has a tremendous amount of request packets
and data packets. The challenge is, how to overcome the com-
munication overhead incurred by sensor nodes and controller?
Moreover, if a control plane receives a lot of packets and
flow requests, it can reach to a state called control plane
saturation [28]. In this state, SDN controller cannot handle
any further request. Authors [17] [28], have provided solutions
to tackle control plane saturation attack, but BS’ defense
against saturation attack is still unknown. Furthermore, while
communicating with controller, the communication channel
and sensor OpenFlow protocol [14] need to be protected by
security protocols and encryption mechanism.

Another very important challenge is to hide BS loca-
tion information from an adversary. In LPSDN, we came
across the optimal solution to this challenge —providing
SDBS anonymity—while providing balanced energy distribu-
tion. Balanced energy distribution means, all nodes have a
uniform energy level at any specific time slot. Our scheme
efficiently removes the energy hole problem [29]; it will not
be the case that one sensor node will have 90% energy,
while the other will have 20% energy. Traditional WSNs
requirements may be valid for SDN approach; however, SDN
model needs its own set of requirements. Forwarding data
to SDBS, there must be a low duty cycle mechanism to

Fig. 1: Basic Architecture of a Software Defined WSN.

provide long term battery power. It had better supply wireless
charging facility, but it would incur design and cost issue.
Sensor nodes must support an efficient installation of new
rules and policies. Communication between sensor node and
SDBS must be well-designed and secured. Control plane must
provide better set of abstractions and APIs to an application
layer (for supporting multiple applications); such a platform
will be an open standard platform with no proprietary based
hardware and software. Proprietary based solutions are rigid
to go beyond their products and, thus, lack in innovations and
flexibility. With SDN support, WSNs looks like plug and play
systems. Moreover, in case of any catastrophic situation such
as, controller failure, multiple SDN controllers are opted to
provide backup and redundancy. Multiple controllers’ issues,
for instance, control packet overhead, multiple controllers
synchronization, and the master slave role must be well tackled
to reduce network complexity.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND PROPOSED MODEL INSPIRED BY

SDN

Sensor node as shown in Figure 1, called Software Defined
Sensor Node (SDSN) behaves like an SDN switch. SDSN
main functions are: sensing the surrounding data, buffering
data if instructed by controller, internal processing of data if
necessary, receiving instructions from controller and feedback,
and sending data packets to controller. SDSNs have flow tables
and flow table entries where different rules are matched like
drop packet, and forward packet. SDSN also has neighbor
nodes’ list. This list is shared with other neighbor nodes and
SDBS; neighbor nodes’ list helps where to forward a specific
packet. To reduce the communication complexity, all SDSNs
have two ports: sensing port senses the outside environment,
and input/output port forwards data and control packets to the
controller.

In addition, the LPSDN uses a special node, called Soft-
ware Defined Forwarding Node (SDFN) or Software Defined
Buffering Node SDBN. Controller can dynamically direct any
SDSN to behave like SDFN. Because BS location anonymity
depends on SDFNs together with SDSNs, therefore, SDFNs
are selected very intelligently by the controller. The intelligent
selection is explained in the beginning of Section IV. When
a message arrives to any SDFN, it is buffered for some time



or some predefined number of packets threshold; SDFN then
checks for similar messages. In such a case, SDFN only
forwards that single message to BS. This method can reduce
the huge traffic density and battery consumption. Without
SDFNs, for 20 packets, for example, all 20 packets traverse
via some nodes to reach BS, but in LPSDN, 20 packets reach
to some SDFN, and for similar messages, only one packet
is forwarded to the controller. This technique reduces battery
power consumption, increases network performance, manages
network operations, and reduces traffic density surroundings
BS. Some amount of traffic density is shifted towards SDFNs;
consequently, SDFNs receive more packets. However, for
similar messages, SDFNs send only one packet to BS. Shifting
traffic density from BS to other SDFNs can guard against
traffic analysis attack.

SDBS is responsible to communicate with all SDSNs and
SDFNs, collect information, generate network map, and create
topology. SDBS is a node that has more memory capacity,
more computational power, and enough power supply [2].
SDBS has a secure communication channel to interact with
SDFN, SDSN, and application layer. Communication channel
must be well protected to ensure cryptographic parameters
such as confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The op-
tional separate control channel provides advantages of security
and dedicated communication for control packets; however,
it incurs extra manufacturing cost. The upper layer is the
application layer where an application developer can build ap-
plications. Proper set of APIs must be provided to interconnect
with SDBS. This is the application layer where the network
operator can change the behavior of overall network.

LPSDN provides flexibility to host both SDBS and appli-
cation layer in one physical machine, for instance, in a PC.
In such case, the SDBS must have proper communication
port to interact with a computer; serial or USB interface can
be used for such communication. On the other hand, SDBS
may be deployed in an area, for example, battle field. In such
case, wireless communication will take place. This behavior is
illustrated clearly in Figure 1. Control Packet Discovery (CPD)
is broad-casted to all neighbor nodes, which is further broad-
casted to other neighbor nodes. Upon receiving CPD packet,
all neighbor nodes send Control Packet Discovery Response
(CPDR) to SDBS. These information are processed by the map
module of SDBS to generate the network map and topology.
Network operator, then, can monitor the whole network. SDSN
behavior can be changed to SDFN dynamically via SDBS’s
intervention; traditional WSNs lack this facility. SDSN can
forward data; it can operate in a sleep mode, and it can be di-
rected to stop communication with other nodes except SDBS.
All these on-demand modes are not available in traditional
WSNs.

Unlimited number of control messages and events are
generated in any network at high-speed are enough to overload
any centralized controller [17]. This situation leads to BS’s
unavailability. To guard against single controller failure, it
is optional to have backup controllers. In critical application
like military, synchronization among controllers should be

applied after some time, for example, five minutes or so on. Of
course, it costs extra controllers and communication overhead;
however, multiple controllers provide better reliability and
high availability. In traditional WSNs, predefined aggregator
nodes or cluster nodes [30] are used to collect data from
limited portion (neighbor nodes) of the deployed network.
SDFN is very similar to aggregator node, but with more power
and control; it is not predefined —any SDSN can behave like
SDFN dynamically.

SDSN has distinct modules for different purposes. SDSN
must have at least one hardware flow table for fast packet
processing. More hardware flow tables provide better perfor-
mance, but they incur extra design and capital cost. SDSN
also has software flow tables; these are relatively slow. These
flow tables have flow entries, where action-match operations
take place. Upon a table-miss (if no rule matches an action
like drop, modify, and forward), packets are directed towards
a controller; the controller generates rules for all table-miss
packets. For aggregator or cluster node, in-network processing
module is introduced to process in-situ data aggregation. This
mechanism can reduce redundant communication and, thus,
provides prolonged network life [31], [32]. Neighbor list
module has information about the neighbor nodes’ list; this
list can be shared with other neighbor nodes periodically to
calculate the topology.

Control plane is responsible for handling all control re-
quests, data packets, flow definition and modification rules,
topology generations, and other related tasks. Authors [33]
have proposed a robust NOS for SDN, but it lacks WSN
support.

Application layer gives an interface (graphical or command-
line) to end-users for interaction and network operations. End-
user can monitor different parameters of nodes: node’s energy
capacity, topology status, link quality, and number of failed
nodes. In managing and maintaining part, end-user (adminis-
trator, network operator) can change the behavior of deployed
nodes dynamically. End-user can modify node’s code, generate
high traffic density zones via multiple controllers or SDFNs to
deceive an adversary, and can direct deployed nodes to change
the traffic pattern.

As discussed in Section I that sink-node gathers a huge
volume of data traffic and control traffic from SDSNs and
SDFNs. Traffic density surrounding SDBS is very dense as
compared to other SDSNs. This can lead to a dense traffic
pattern—high traffic density zone—in BS surroundings. The
generated pattern, finally, gives a clue to an adversary about
BS location information. We provide BS location anonymity
against traffic analysis attack via shifting dense traffic pattern
from SDBS to other SDFNs and creating on-demand traffic
density zones.

Theorem III.1. In a sensor network, according to Pareto’s
Law [34], 20% of the network nodes carrying about 80%
of the network traffic. This means nodes near BS, which are
20% of all nodes, can carry 80% of the entire network traffic.
This situation can create high density traffic pattern, which is



Fig. 2: Integral Model of WSN Traffic.

extremely vulnerable to BS attack.

Proof. Large area of radius R, and sensor nodes which are
uniformly distributed with some number N are supposed,
where R can accommodate maximum nodes as possible.
Nodes generate packets towards BS; this phenomenon can be
modeled as an area of a cumulative integral model, which is
shown in Figure 2.

An area of the inside circle C1 is calculated as Eq. (1).

C1 = f (r) = πr2 (1)

To calculate the network traffic at inside circle C1, the integral
of this area, i.e. traffic at this area is:

Tra f f icC1 =
∫ r

0
f (r)dr (2)

Where f (r) = πr2. Solving Eq. (2), we get traffic density at
circle C1:

Tra f f icC1 =
πr3

3
+Constant (3)

The annular region area R− r can be calculated as:

δ r = πR2 −πr2 (4)

Total network traffic in outside circle C2 can be calculated as:

Tra f f icC2 =
∫ R

0
f (r)dr =

∫ r

0
f (r)dr+

∫ R

r
f (δ r)dr (5)

Solving Eq. (5), yields:

Tra f f icC2 =
2πr3 +2πR3 −3πR2r

3
+Constant (6)

To prove Theorem III.1, we calculate the ratio of whole
network traffic C2 to small circle area C1, i.e.

Tra f f icC2

Tra f f icC1

Which yields:

2r3 +2R3 −3R2r
r3 +Constant (7)

Putting different values for r and R, Eq. (7) supports our
claim. When r = 2 and R = 5, Eq. (7) shows 4: 2, when r = 5
and R= 9, Eq. (7) shows 3.944: 1, and when r = 9 and R= 16,
Eq. (7) shows 3.75: 1.

Random values for r and R yield unexpected results. Care
must be taken to choose as pragmatic values as possible based
on deployed area and understanding the covered area by all

nodes. Constant value in the Eq. (7) can help to set the results
more smoothly.

∙ According to above proof, 20% nodes are generating
80% of the whole network traffic, and 80% of nodes
are merely generating 20% of the entire network traffic.
The intelligent adversary will only search in 20% area of
traffic, which can exploit BS location information.

∙ As there is only one high traffic zone in 20% of the
network traffic area, this will give a very short amount
of attack time to an adversary. The remaining 80% area
will be of very limited interest for him. LPSDN generates
multiple traffic density zones to deceive an adversary.
In addition, for tracing the BS location, LPSDN gave
a zigzag path to an adversary. This path is created by
the intelligent random selection of SDFNs and their
forwarding behavior, which is explained in Section IV.

In a traditional WSN BS location privacy, a predefined pro-
prietary embedded algorithm runs to generate fake packets
and traffic density zones. This hardware-software confined
architecture faces problems of flexibility, programmability,
and maintainability. If any node fails or needs firmware up-
gradation, a manual operation is required to troubleshoot the
issue. LPSDN technique can change the traffic behavior on-
demand; it can also generate traffic density zones according
to network operator’s desire. For mission-critical application
such as battle field surveillance, network operator creates more
hotspots to deceive an adversary; he selects some SDSNs from
the deployed network and instructs them to behave like SDFN.
Furthermore, inactive nodes that are not monitoring an area for
a long time, can be suspended to save battery power.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

There are two cases to protect BS location against traffic
analysis attack: global adversary, and local adversary.

∙ Global adversary: When BS location is static, a global
adversary, who sits for a long time, can deduce the SDBS
location based on network traffic pattern. As this is the
one hotspot location that is not changing all the times.
Static traffic pattern gives a clear clue to the global
adversary about the constant BS position. To counter
this situation, two strategies are proposed: displacement
of SDBS, and usage of multiple controllers combined
with SDFNs. SDFNs can be used to generate fake traffic
density zones, while multiple controllers can be used to
shift the constant traffic pattern from one controller to
another. This introduces extra cost; however, it provides
better network availability and security.

∙ Local adversary: Local adversary searches for high com-
munication zone to know about BS location. He monitors
a particular area’s traffic; when he observes high traffic
zone, based on traffic analysis attack, he deduces BS
location information. To guard against the local adversary,
LPSDN uses a single controller with multiple SDFNs. BS
instructs some SDSNs to behave like SDFNs. Because,



SDFNs have huge traffic volume in their surroundings,
an adversary will believe this high communication zone
as a real BS traffic zone. LPSDN shifts traffic from one
SDFN to another; the local adversary will jump to the
newly created dense traffic zone. Consequently, he will
follow this zigzag path and will not be able to deduce the
real BS location.

We performed various experiments and presented the results
of average results; the evaluation parameters are taken from
Texas Instruments mote CC2530 [35] like mote’s current
capacity, Tx power, Rx power, and energy dissipation during
packet transmission. These evaluation parameters have pro-
vided a realistic output for our analysis. We have done all these
experiments for 30∗30 nodes, 500 messages, while increasing
number of SDFNs. In the simulation, BS has 6000∗2 Joule of
energy, each SDSN has 6000 Joule of energy, and each SDFN
has 6000∗2 Joule of energy. Each receiving and transmitting
process can consume 2 Joule of energy.

∙ With loop method: In this method, any message can
visit the same node multiple times. It quickly exhausts
nodes’ energy and, thus, encounters huge messages drop.
Very few messages are dropped when more SDFNs are
used; however, it incurs maximum energy drain and
very long packet delay. In this method, for all exper-
iments, node selection is random, which is governed
by the Mersenne Twister [36] method; this method
is widely used in Pseudo Random Number Genera-
tor (PRNG). While performing numerous experiments,
Mersenne Twister method provided better random dis-
tribution over Java embedded random method.

∙ Without loop method: A node can be visited only once by
a message. If already visited node is selected again by the
same message ID, that message is simply dropped, and
we report this. Due to this property, Figure 4 shows a
substantial message drop.

∙ Energy based with loop method: This method is the
core of our algorithm. Neighbor nodes are not randomly
selected, but they are intelligently selected on their re-
maining energy capacity. Higher the remaining energy
of a neighbor node, higher is the selection of that node.
A message can visit the same node again to deliver a
message properly and avoid a message drop. We also
conducted experiments for energy based without loop
method, which encountered a huge delay and enormous
energy exhaustions. This is the reason we have not
included its results in all figures.

∙ Energy based acknowledgment: To see the difference of
an acknowledged message with a remembered path, we
performed further simulations to compare with energy
based with loop method. This method and energy based
with loop method work the same, but energy based
acknowledgment method selects the same path for a
message, from which it receives a message. We have done
these experiments to tackle any dead node phenomenon,
when sending back the acknowledge message to sender

Fig. 3: Number of Dropped Messages with Single Controller.

node ID. Dead node cannot forward acknowledge mes-
sage to its neighbors. The lost acknowledgment situation
consumes double energy (retransmission) as compared to
energy based with loop method.

In Figure 3, number of dropped messages are elaborated.
For dropped messages simulation, each individual experiment
shows message failure’s percentage. The average drop mes-
sages’ ratio is very huge in with loop (85%) and without loop
method (80%), while it is zero for energy based and energy
based with ack. In practical situation, controller can drop some
messages. When we increased the number of SDFNs to 4, the
message drop ratio in with loop and without loop method also
decreased to 38% and 42% respectively.

For 9 SDFNs as shown in Figure 4, message drop ratio
almost goes down to zero. On the average, 20% message drop
ratio is observed. In without loop method, a message cannot
visit the same node twice, which finally introduces a massive
packet drop. Huge packet drop incurs unavailability and longer
delay. From here, we can strongly conclude, that due to this
enormous message drop ratio, without loop method should not
be used to provide BS location anonymity.

With loop method quickly exhausts node’s energy. Initially,
all nodes have full energy, but after running for some time,
with loop method drains all nodes’ energy quickly, as depicted
in Figure 5. In hops count simulation, number of steps (hops
count) for individual message ID to reach BS is elaborated.
Hops count is very high (on average 30000 steps) in with loop
method as shown in Figure 5. Big hops count suffers from
longer delay.

For 4 SDFNs, hops count decreased to 3000 steps (on
average); it improved node’s energy as well. Because of longer
delay and maximum energy consumption, with loop method
is very difficult to use in practical situation.

For 9 SDFNs, with loop method still suffered the same prob-
lem—longer delay (on average 2000 steps). Other methods are
good enough to deliver packets quickly. Our second conclusion
is, as deduced from Figure 6, it is not advised to use with
loop method due to its longer delay.



Fig. 4: Number of Dropped Messages with 9 SDFNs and
Single Controller.

Fig. 5: Hops Count for Single Controller.

Fig. 6: Hops Count for 9 SDFNs and Single Controller.

Fig. 7: Number of Received Messages (per node) for Single
Controller.

In Figure 7, number of received messages per node are
compared. BS location information is very prone to traffic
analysis attack, because of only one peak (high communication
traffic zone) as shown in Figure 7. To provide BS location
privacy, we can use multiple controllers or multiple SDFNs to
have many traffic peaks. Multiple traffic peaks/traffic density
zones can deceive an adversary; we clearly illustrated this case
in Section IV.

For the same experiment, but with 4 SDFNs, energy based
method outperformed other methods. In this case, simulation
results showed 5 peaks, minimum number of packet received,
and shorter delay; such parameters encourage to use energy
based method. Energy based with acknowledge method suf-
fered from large volume of received messages, as a result, it
can drain node’s energy quickly.

With 9 SDFNs as shown in Figure 8, we have 10 peaks
for energy based method. Multiple traffic density zones give a
daunting challenge to an attacker (global and local). Multiple
traffic peaks provide better BS location privacy; an adversary
will have more traffic density zones for his attack space.
Increasing the number of SDFNs/Controllers, finally, provides
better BS location privacy. For an attacker, a single high
traffic density zone gives higher success probability equal to
1/1, while for multiple traffic peaks, his success probability
decreases to 1/{No−O f −Peaks}.

The graph behavior for the number of sent messages is
almost same to the behavior of received messages. We do not
includ those graphs here.

First-order radio formula [37] where authors have discussed
how to estimate the energy needed to send a packet of a bits
of data from the transmitter to the receiver, can be used to
model the energy consumption in LPSDN. Normally, packet
transmission consumes more energy compared to packet re-
ception, because an extra process of signal amplification takes
place in transmitting electronics.

The general formula for transmitting a bits is shown in
Eq.(8) where ET x(a) is the energy that the radio circuit
consumes in order to process a bits, aET x is the amount



Fig. 8: Number of Received Messages (per node) with 9
SDFNs and Single Controller.

Fig. 9: Remaining Energy (per node) with Single Controller.

of energy consumed by processing a single bit by the radio
circuit, and Eamp(a,b) is the energy needed by the radio
amplifier circuit to send a bits of message over distance b.
For receiving a bits, the receiving formula is shown in Eq.
( 9), where aERx is the energy consumed by receiving circuit
for processing a single bit.

EtotalTx(a,b) = ET x(a)+Eamp(a,b) = aET x +Eamp(a,b) (8)

EtotalRx(a) = ERx(a) = aERx (9)

Total delay can be calculated by adding processing delay,
queuing delay and propagation delay. Eq. ( 10) is the general
formula to model point to point delay. Tp is the processing
delay, Delayque is the queuing delay, and Delayprop is the
propagation delay. We simulated this case related to the
number of packets received or transmitted by any node.

Delaytotal = Tp +Delayque +Delayprop (10)

Fig. 10: Remaining Energy (per node) With 9 SDFNs and
Single Controller.

In Figure 9, the remaining energy comparison per node
is illustrated. Remaining energy with loop method suffered
from ample power exhaustion; it should not be used in
practical applications. Remaining energy with energy based
acknowledge method also encountered quick power loss, be-
cause of substantial messages’ exchange. For single controller,
remaining energy levels for energy based method and without
loop method were almost same, but without loop method
suffered from larger delay. Consequently, it should not be used
in practical applications.

For 4 SDFNs, the remaining energy level in energy based
method outperformed other methods.

With 9 SDFNs as shown in Figure 10, remaining energy per
node is a bit improved. Remaining energy with energy based
acknowledge and without loop method did not suffer from a
quicker power drain, but they incurred the disadvantages of
longer delay and huge message drop.

A. Discussion

The experimental results show that LPSDN efficiently hides
BS location and, thus, traffic analysis attack will be very
difficult for local and global adversaries.

∙ Dropped messages: Drop message ratio is inversely pro-
portional to the number of SDFNs. Without loop method
incurs a huge amount of message failure; the reason is
that, a message cannot traverse the same node again. If
any message visits the same node again, without loop
method changes to with loop method. With loop method
with 9 SDFNs performs very well; the message dropped
ratio goes down from 80% to below 1%, but other issues
such as, longer delay and massive energy consumption
are the key barriers towards practical implementation.

∙ Hops count/Latency: Hops count for with loop method
suffers huge delay, other methods behave almost same.
Although, in with loop method, message drop ratio for
9 SDFNs is below 1%, but, because of huge delay, with
loop method is not suited for mission-critical applications.



TABLE I: Analysis and Comparison of Different Methods.

Experiment
Single Controller 4 SDFNs + Single Controller 9 SDFNs + Single Controller

Dropped
Messages

Hops Count Sent or Re-
ceived Mes-
sages

Remaining
Energy

Dropped
Messages

Hops Count Sent or Re-
ceived Mes-
sages

Remaining
Energy

Dropped
Messages

Hops Count Sent or Re-
ceived Mes-
sages

Remaining
Energy

With Loop Ultra high
85%

Ultra high Ultra dense Very huge
consumption

Very high
40%

Very high Ultra dense Very huge
consumption

Very low
0.5%

high Very high Very huge
Consumption

Without
Loop

Ultra high
80%

Very low Optimal Optimal con-
sumption

Very high
45%

Very low Optimal Optimal con-
sumption

High 25% Very low Optimal Optimal con-
sumption

Energy
Based

Zero Very low Optimal Optimal con-
sumption

Zero Very low Optimal Optimal con-
sumption

Zero Very low Optimal Optimal con-
sumption

Energy
Based With
Ack

Zero Very low Very dense Huge
consumption

Zero Very low Very dense Huge
consumption

Zero Very low Very dense Very huge
consumption

∙ Adversary attack’s space: For the local adversary, we can
change the traffic pattern at some location on-demand,
but for the global adversary, who monitors the network
traffic all times, single controller is extremely vulnerable
to exploit BS location information as explained in Section
IV. For security purposes, multiple SDFNs with single
controller and multiple SDFNs with multiple controllers
must be used to provide BS location anonymity against
the global adversary.
In case of multiple SDFNs and single controller, attacking
BS location is very difficult for the local adversary. In
this case, BS position is static all times. To support
BS location anonymity, multiple traffic peaks generated
by other SDFNs are used. Traffic peaks generated by
SDFNs can be changed on-demand after time to time.
Figure 7 shows the network traffic for the first-time span,
but when location privacy is required, on-demand traffic
peaks are generated as depicted in 8. Multiple controllers
are not used here. Network operator can direct any SDSN
to behave like SDFN (for changing traffic pattern and
generating traffic peaks). For the local adversary, it is
very difficult to deduce BS location, while for the global
adversary, he has to sit for a long time to analyze traffic
pattern and deduce BS location information. Only energy
based method provides balanced peaks and can hide BS
very efficiently.
BS location is more secured against the global adversary,
when multiple controllers are used with multiple SDFNs.
Traffic density at one constant position raised by a single
controller can be transferred to other controllers and
SDFNs. This technique leads to maximum BS location
privacy against the global adversary. Global adversary,
who monitors network all times will see many traffic
peaks; these peaks change after time to time. Multiple
controllers with multiple SDFNs can be used in military
applications where security is the top priority. However,
multiple controllers incur an extra capital cost.

∙ Remaining energy: Energy based method and without
loop method perform well to conserver more energy.
Other two methods suffer from a quick power drain.
Without loop method suffers from an enormous amount
of packet loss as shown in Figure 4.

∙ No fake packets: LPSDN does not use fake packets to
provide BS location privacy. It saves an enormous amount
of node’s energy, which finally provides a prolonged

network life—it ensures availability. In traditional WSNs,
dummy packets and fake packets play an important role
to hide BS location information. However, fake packets
consume extra energy. A comprehensive comparison us-
ing fake packets is already presented in Section II-A.

∙ Network maintenance and management: Traditional
WSNs lack of decoupled architecture; both forwarding
behavior and routing behavior are embedded in a single
sensor node. Such architecture leads to lack of flexibility,
maintainability, manageability, and easy troubleshooting.
In LPSDN, a centralized controller defines policy and
decides all routing decisions. It decouples the intelligent
behavior (routing) from all sensor nodes. Sensor nodes
only forward packets and all packet rules are defined in
the controller.
Based on experimental results and rigorous simulations,
it is strongly inferred that for mission-critical systems
like, military and field surveillance, energy based method
must be used. This method provides minimum hops count
(low latency), balanced energy consumption and distribu-
tion, and minimum message failure, while providing BS
location privacy against local and global adversary. A
comprehensive comparison is shown in Table I.

V. CONCLUSION

In WSNs, sink-node gathers data from surrounding nodes
and forwards to outside world via a gateway. Sink-node, which
is the bridge between deployed sensor network and outside
world, has a vital role in sensor network operations. Therefor,
its location information must be hidden from any attacker. To
protect BS location privacy against local and global adversary,
we proposed a novel technique inspired by the SDN paradigm.
Our scheme efficiently hides BS location with minimal en-
ergy consumption, minimum delay, and negligible message
failure rate. In addition, our approach efficiently reduces
the management and maintenance overhead; data plane and
control plane are tightly coupled in traditional WSN, which
leads to expensive management and maintenance activities.
The proposed technique solves the scalability issues as well;
new node addition, faulty node removal, software installation,
and firmware up-gradation, are well tackled as compared to
traditional WSNs.
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